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Milady's SKINCARE and Cosmetic Elements Dictionary, third edition, is a multi-purpose source
for cosmetic professionals and consumers alike. Component one puts cosmetics in the context
of skincare. The next part is dedicated to helping cosmetic users determine the function and
purpose of specific ingredients. To be able to understand how and just why a product functions
it is vital to understand how the skin functions. This volume puts everything in context within an
readable, easy to comprehend, user-friendly format. As scientific knowledge of skin physiology
and cosmetic chemistry advances, so do cosmetic products. Finally, it defines common
aesthetic industry terminology used by cosmetic manufacturers, professional estheticians,
marketers and the mass media. It provides a synopsis of epidermis physiology. It is an
alphabetical dictionary that lists and describes not only active concepts but all the categories of
things that comprise a skincare cosmetic. In addition, it includes comprehensive conversation of
the many skin types and conditions to be able to help professionals within their product
selection. It gives an overview of the complexity of cosmetic chemistry particularly with respect
to product penetration, and highlights the existing challenges facing cosmetic formulators.
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I enjoyed the appendix with botanical Latin names This book is okay. I don't use it all the time,
but anytime I end up buying a new skin care product or cosmetics.We enjoyed the appendix with
botanical Latin names. Nevertheless, I was disappointed at how they hardly ever mentioned side
effects of elements like phototoxins/ photosensitizers,cytotoxins,pro-oxidants, etc. A must have
for anyone in your skin care industry Ever question what your skin maintenance systems actually
contain? I also felt like there were a whole lot of substances they left out too like state: rayon,
bimaprost, isopropyl cloprostenate,saffron,musk ambrette and others.We am not done scanning
this yet,thus I'll revise my review soon,but for now I recommend another cosmetic dictionary by
Ruth Winters.. I will use this reserve in researching ingredients in cosmetics and other skin care
products. Very helpful to breakdown and research various items to make good choices. They
mentioned studys occasionally by some defenitions but by no means cited it. Do you read the
ingredient label and find yourself looking at what is apparently a jumbled type of misspelt words?
Well you can now have Milady's SKINCARE and Cosmetic Elements Dictionary by your side to
decode the cryptic lines of ingredients on products. I came across it extremely useful to better
understand the ingredients in skin care products that I use and work with every day. The only
draw back is that it isn't constantly updated and there are various, many different titles for each
ingredient. Very useful While there are many apps that are even more portable, they're not
completely able to replace this book. And lets face it, you'll never remember each and every
ingredient outlined on every product in the world, so having a dictionary on hand is so useful! A
must have for advantages &I bought my very own. reliable resource as an addition to my
skincare library Guidance A classmate of mine bought this book and shared it with the course. I
was feeling a little unpleasant going out in to the world as a new Esthetician rather than knowing
a lot of ingredients. Would recommend to any skincare professional/student Very detailed
literature!. Well-written. anyone who would like to dive into skincare industry Excellent &. I look
online at the ingredients first, look at the elements dictionary and make my decision easily
should buy it based on that. Not absolutely all the elements in the world are in this publication,
but its the only person There is to be helpful so far. I like to know what the heck is certainly this
matter when looking at the labels. I am in college and I use this together with the Milady's
reserve the school has provided. Five Stars Very satisfied customer! Well done Very informative
and helpful. Must buy Great condition Five Stars I take advantage of it a function. When I got a
glance at the book and the price. Would recommend to any skin care professional/student!
Something extra that the various other students don't have. KNOW WHAT YOUR PUTTING ON
YOUR FACE! I have researched several skincare and cosmetic ingredients since ordering this
reserve. A great book to go with the other Milady's books This is an excellent book for anyone
interested in mixing their own ingredients for products.
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